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USTRANSCOM Personal Property Advisory #20-0060C UPDATE 

Date: 24 April 2020 

From: USTRANSCOM Defense Personal Property Program Directorate (TCJ9), Scott AFB, IL 

To: All Transportation Service Providers (TSPs) servicing DOD personal property shipments 

Subject: Update Guidance for Stop Movement Order (effective Friday, 20 April 2020) 

Purpose: To provide additional guidance on servicing personal property shipments impacted by 
DOD’s stop movement order. 

 
1. On 20 April 2020, DOD issued a directive updating restrictions on Permanent Change of 
Station moves for DOD military and civilian personnel thru 30 June 2020 for all moves, both 
internationally and domestically.  All previously approved waivers remain in effect unless 
otherwise rescinded. 

 
2. TSPs will continue to receive shipment awards and should schedule pick-up/pack-out during 
the Stop Movement period, provided the following annotations are found on the shipment record, 
or similar positive contact is made, from the DOD office responsible for the shipment. TSPs 
should expect delayed shipment awards, changes to pick-up dates and—in some cases— 
shipment cancellations. 

 
3. Awarded shipments must contain an “Extra Pickup” in the shipment record (printed on Block 
13 of the GBL) indicating either “AUTHORIZED 0058 MOVE” if moving during the DOD’s 
current Stop Movement Window, or “DELAYED BY 0058” if moving after the DOD’s current 
Stop Movement Window. 

 
i. EXCEPTION: Customers whose ORIGINAL requested pack/pickup date is 

outside of the latest Stop Move Window" DO NOT require either 
“AUTHORIZED 0058 MOVE” or “DELAYED BY 0058” listed as an extra 
pickup. 

 
4. If Awarded shipments in DPS don’t reflect an Extra Pickup Address showing either 
“AUTHORIZED 0058 MOVE” or “DELAYED BY 0058” (does not print on the BL), then TSPs 
must be given a BL Correction Notice (SF 1200) reflecting either “AUTHORIZED 0058 
MOVE” or “DELAYED BY 0058” in Block 14 of the form. 

 
5. TSPs must enter a pre-approval for an extra pickup when one of the above remarks has not 
been annotated on the BL (SF1203).  A BL Correction notice (SF1203) will be provided to the 
TSP when the pre-approval is approved. 

 
6. TSPs should also look for one of the following 14 statements under “Special Remarks” (Block 
13 of the DD1299) or in the “Additional remarks” in DPS Shipment Management which 
indicates the move is approved for onward movement and provides additional insight. 
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i. Approved to move to destination; separating 
ii. Approved to move to destination; retiring 

iii. Approved to move to destination; member received waiver 
iv. Approved to move to destination; member Exempt 

 
v. Approved to place into SIT@O*; separating 

vi. Approved to place into SIT@O*; retiring 
vii. Approved to place into SIT@O*; member received waiver 
viii. Approved to place into SIT@O*; exempt for pickup into SIT, Shipment 

to destination not authorized. 
 

ix. Approved to move to destination; NTSR separating 
x. Approved to move to destination; NTSR retiring 

xi. Approved to move to destination; NTSR member received waiver 
xii. Approved to move to destination; NTSR member Exempt 

 
xiii. Approved to move into NTS for 180 days; separating 
xiv. Approved to move into NTS for 1 year; retiring 

 
*PPSO must enter DPS Pre-Approval for SIT at Origin 

 
7. For shipments approved to place into SIT@ Origin, TSPs must request SIT at Origin Pre 
approval, if not already pre-approved by PPSO. 

 
8. As installations may change local access procedures as a result of COVID-19, TSPs are 
encouraged to contact local Transportation Offices prior to dispatching crews and vehicles 
to installations. 

 
9. HHG and UB shipments (to include those delivering out of non-temporary storage) for DOD 
customers who departed their origin and are awaiting transportation, are intransit, or are at 
destination should continue. TSPs should contact the destination transportation office to ensure 
any change in installation access procedures are understood and accounted for. With CDC 
guidelines in mind, TSPs should coordinate with families to ensure they are comfortable with 
moving company personnel in their homes and vice versa. 

 
10. Updates will be pushed as new information is released, and USTRANSCOM will 
schedule conference calls to discuss these developments with industry. 

 
11. This advisory was approved for release by the USTRANSCOM Deputy Director for 
Operations, Defense Personal Property Program Directorate (TCJ9-O). 
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